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Chapter 7

Forced Marriage—an International Crime?

Introduction

In Chapter 1, we saw that the evil of sexual violence in armed confl icts has all 
through the years—ancient and modern—been expressed through an apparent 
martial policy of serving women up as prizes or incentives to fi ghting men. Th e 
Book of Deuteronomy apparently permitted men to keep female war captives as 
slaves and concubines.1 We saw that modern day soldiers have carried over these 
practices across the gulf of time, by perpetrating it themselves or by condoning it 
on the part of their comrades. We noted that Soviet soldiers attacking Germany 
were reportedly told that German women were theirs by right. Th is resulted in 
millions of rapes, resulting in turn in an estimate of a hundred thousand births in 
Berlin alone, after World War II. We noted that the idea of women as the prize 
of victory was employed to encourage young men into volunteering to fi ght in 
Vietnam. We also saw that the most notorious recent example of this practice was 
the system of ‘bush wives’ that was a hallmark of the Sierra Leone civil war of the 
1990s. In this chapter, we will review the adequacy of international law’s response 
in this regard, as well as the best way to remedy any available gaps in a manner that 
is sustainable in the long run.

It has been correctly observed that throughout the history of thought there 
has been a complex relationship between idealism and realism, between the way 
things ought to be and the way things are, and the debate as to whether legal 
philosophy should incorporate ethical standards or confi ne itself to an analysis of 
the law as it stands is a vital one that continues today.2 To students, scholars and 
practitioners of international law, a classic battle ground of this perennial tension 
between the law as it ought to be (lex ferenda) and the law as it is (lex lata) is the 
fi eld of identifi cation of the sources of international law,3 with especial regard to 
custom. But, in spite of this tension—perhaps, in view of it—there appears to be 

1 See Deuteronomy 20:14; 21:10–14, supra. See also Brownmiller, supra, p 33.

2 Malcom N Shaw, International Law, 4th edn [Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1997] p 40. 

3 See Peter Malanczuk, Akehurst’s Modern Introduction to International Law, 7th edn 
[London and New York: Routledge, 1997] p 35. See also Jennings and Watts, supra, 
p 23.
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222 Chapter 7

little dispute as to what is meant by ‘sources’ of international law. It means ‘those 
provisions operating within the legal system on a technical level’; and in the proc-
ess of identifying them such ultimate stimuli as reason or morality are set aside.4

It is not surprising, therefore, that the debate as to whether forced marriage 
is an international crime re-enacts the tension—or, perhaps, confusion—between 
international law as it ought to be and international law as it is. A main part of this 
Chapter is devoted to the exploration of this tension or confusion from the per-
spective of developments in legal thought on the subject of ‘forced marriage’ as an 
international crime. It is important to stress that it is never proposed that forced 
marriage should not be an international crime: the question, rather, is whether it 
has reached the point of recognition as such, or whether there is a yearning gap 
for a more generally accepted method of correction, other than the articulation of 
the norm in a single instance of controverted judge-made law.

Th e Judgment of the Special Court for Sierra Leone

Th e catalyst for the current discussion is to be found in the judgments of both the 
Trial Chamber and the Appeals Chamber of the Special Court for Sierra Leone 
in the case of Prosecutor v Brima & Ors (the AFRC Case).5

As noted earlier, the vice of forced marriage was a particular feature of the 
Sierra Leone armed confl ict of the 1990s. In Sierra Leone, the victims of the 
experience were colloquially referred to as ‘bush wives.’ Th e uncontroverted expert 
evidence of Prosecution witness Zainab Hawa Bangura was particularly telling as 
to the pervasiveness of the incident of forced marriage during the Sierra Leonean 
confl ict. According to her report tendered as an expert witness:

Th e confl ict in Sierra Leone aff ected women directly in diverse ways. In addi-

tion to being displaced, raped or used as secondary combatants, women and girls 

were also used as spies, sex slaves, carriers of looted goods and smuggled weap-

ons. Women suff ered multiple traumas during the war. Th ey were physically and 

psychologically abused. However, the most devastating eff ect on women of the 

war was the phenomenon called ‘bush wife’, rebel wife or jungle wife. Th is was 

a phenomenon adopted by rebels whereby young girls or women were captured 

or abducted and forcibly taken as wives [….]Th e use of the term ‘wife’ by the 

perpetrator was deliberate and strategic. Th e word ‘wife’ demonstrated a rebel’s 

control over a woman. His psychological manipulations of her feelings rendered 

her unable to deny him his wishes. ‘Wife’ showed that the woman belonged to 

a man and could not be touched by another. By calling a woman ‘wife’, the man 

or ‘husband’ openly staked his claim and she was not allowed to have sex with 

any other person. If she did, she would be deemed unfaithful and the penalty was 

4 Shaw, supra, p 55. See also Malanczuk, supra, p 35; and Jennings and Watts, supra, p 
23.

5 Prosecutor v Brima & Ors, supra, [SCSL Trial Chamber]; and Prosecutor v Brima & 

Ors, supra, [SCSL Appeals Chamber].
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223Forced Marriage—an International Crime?

severe beating or death. Similarly if the ‘wife’ were raped by another rebel, his act 

was punishable by death.6

In the context of the Sierra Leone confl ict, the ‘bush wife’ endured a particular life 
of hardship and sexual abuse. According to Ms Bangura:

‘Bush wives’ were expected to carry out all the functions of a wife and more. A 

‘bush wife’ carried her ‘husband’s’ possessions on her head and trekked across the 

countryside with him; she was expected to gratify her ‘husband’s’ sexual wishes 

whenever he so desired without question; she cooked for him when food was 

available, did his laundry and generally protected his possessions in his absence; 

she was expected to show undying loyalty to her husband for his protection and 

reward him with ‘love and aff ection’; she was not expected to attempt to escape 

as this was deemed disloyal. Punishment for disloyalty was always severe and so, 

women were led to believe, in most cases would be met with death.7

Continuing her exposition of how sexual abuse was a constant feature of the expe-
rience of the Sierra Leonean ‘bush wife’, Ms Bangura stated:

‘Bush wives’ were constantly sexually abused, physically battered during and after 

pregnancies, and psychologically terrorised by their husbands, who thereby dem-

onstrated their control over their wives. Physically, most of these girls experienced 

miscarriages, and received no medical attention at the time. Th ey bled excessively 

because they lived in some of the remotest parts of the country with little or no 

access to medical services. Some now experience diverse medical problems such 

as severe stomach pains which they are reluctant to discuss; some have had their 

uterus removed; menstrual cycles are irregular; some were infected with sexually 

transmitted diseases and others tested HIV positive.8

It was against this background that the Prosecution indicted the accused with a 
number of gender related infractions. Among them was ‘forced marriage’, charged 
as ‘other inhumane acts’ of crimes against humanity. 

In the judgment at fi rst instance, the majority of the Trial Chamber (com-
prising Judge Julia Sebutinde and Judge Richard Lussick) declined to convict the 
accused on the charge of forced marriage as ‘other inhumane acts.’ Th ey reasoned 
that, as a question of law, there is no crime known to international law as ‘forced 
marriage.’ According to the majority of the Trial Chamber, what the Prosecution 
had charged as forced marriage was already subsumed within other gender-ori-
ented crimes against humanity, such as sexual slavery, which the Prosecution had 
also charged in the indictment. Notably, Judge Sebutinde (Presiding) expressed 

6 Brima & Ors, Trial Chamber Judgment, supra, Partly Dissenting Opinion of Judge 
Doherty, para 13.

7 Ibid, para 14.

8 Ibid, para 15.
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‘the fi rm view that the phenomenon of forced “marriage” during the Sierra Leone 
confl ict bears all the hallmarks or characteristics of the crime against humanity of 
sexual slavery. Th e general and specifi c elements of the crime against humanity of 
sexual slavery are satisfi ed in that forced “marriage” invariably occurred as part of 
a widespread or systematic attack on the civilian population in Sierra Leone.’9 In 
the result, the majority held that it was superfl uous for the Prosecution to charge 
under the separate head of forced marriage, especially when there is no crime 
known to international law as such.10

Judge Teresa Doherty disagreed. In a dissenting opinion on this point, she 
reasoned, among other things, that forced marriage is as a matter of law, (a) a rec-
ognised international crime under the rubric of ‘other inhumane acts’ of crimes 
against humanity;11 and (b) a distinct international crime not completely sub-
sumed in other gender-oriented crimes against humanity such as sexual slavery.12

On appeal, the Appeals Chamber agreed with Judge Doherty. Regrettably, 
their reasoning could have benefi tted from more sustained analysis on this con-
troversial question upon which the Majority of the Trial Chamber had disagreed. 

It is submitted that the judgment of the SCSL Appeals Chamber in the 
AFRC case did not persuasively resolve the fundamental questions raised in that 
case. Th is lack of persuasion resulted not only from the rather brief and desultory 
manner13 in which the Appeals Chamber made its analysis, but also, as will be 
seen presently, in the content of their reasoning. 

Consequently, the questions remained whether forced marriage is a recog-
nised crime under international law; and whether other gender-oriented crimes 
against humanity subsume the infraction of forced marriage. Th ese questions are 
important in that not only do they stand in the way of acceptance of the AFRC 
case as a persuasive judicial precedent in the relevant respect, but also whether that 
judicial precedent may be accepted as adequate response to the evil of sexual vio-
lence in the relevant respect.

A Proper Subject of International Criminal Law

Before addressing these questions, however, it would be important to address the 
preliminary question whether forced marriage is a proper subject of international 
criminal law, in the fi rst pace.

9 Brima & Ors, Trial Chamber Judgment, supra, Separate Concurring Opinion of 
Judge Sebutinde, para 16.

10 See Brima & Ors, Trial Chamber Judgment, supra, paras 697, 703, 710 and 712.

11 Brima & Ors, Trial Chamber Judgment, supra, Partly Dissenting Opinion of Judge 
Doherty, paras 21, 58 to 67.

12 Brima & Ors, Trial Chamber Judgment, supra, Partly Dissenting Opinion of Judge 
Doherty, paras 47, 48, 50, 52 to 57.

13 For a useful discussion on the values of exhaustive judicial reasoning, see Hersch 
Lauterpacht, Th e Development of International Law by the International Court 
[Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996] pp 37 et seq.
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225Forced Marriage—an International Crime?

Th ere is a certain anxiety surrounding this question. It clearly comes through 
in the judgment of the SCSL Appeals Chamber in the AFRC case,14 as well as 
in the Partly Dissenting Opinion of Judge Doherty and the Separate Concurring 
Opinion of Judge Sebutinde in the Trial Chamber.15 Th at anxiety relates to the 
desire to exclude the practice of arranged marriages from the purview of interna-
tional criminal law, noting, of course, that arranged marriages remain a sustained 
institution in much of the non-European world. Notably, the expert witnesses 
called by both sides in the case were extremely anxious to avoid drawing paral-
lels between forced marriages during armed confl icts and arranged marriages ‘in 
times of peace.’16 Remarkably, this anxiety nearly drove the Defence expert wit-
ness to the point of virtual irrelevance in the case. She simply refused to answer 
the question whether the custom of arranged marriage in the West African region 
had any bearing on the phenomenon of ‘forced marriage’ prevalently seen during 
the Sierra Leone armed confl ict.17 For her part, the Prosecution expert witness, 
Ms Bangura, sought to explain the diff erences by awkwardly limiting the institu-
tion of arranged marriages to ‘early’ marriages and then dwelled, for their validity, 
on the presence of the kinsfolk ceremonies that formalise these marriages, which 
ceremonies are absent in forced marriages during wars.18 It may well be that these 
sociological distinctions identifi ed above are suffi  cient to insulate arranged mar-
riages from the reaches of international criminal law. Th ere may be some doubt 
about that. 

It is submitted that the distinctions between arranged marriages and forced 
marriages are more safely anchored on the legal principles that diff erentiate inter-
national crimes from other legal norms. Th ose principles are found in the basic 
elements of the classic international crimes: genocide, crimes against humanity 
and war crimes. Necessarily, the cultural institution of arranged marriage is simply 
not encumbered by these elements. For genocide, it is recalled that there must be 

14 Brima & Ors, Appeal Judgment, supra, para 194.

15 See Brima & Ors, Trial Judgment, supra, Partly Dissenting Opinion of Judge 
Doherty, para 36; and Separate Concurring Opinion of Judge Sebutinde, paras 9–12.

16 See ibid, Separate Concurring Opinion of Judge Sebutinde, para 11.

17 See ibid, para 9. At footnote 3454 of the Trial Judgment, Judge Sebutinde noted as 
follows: ‘[Defence Expert Witness] stated that she was requested to “carry out a 
research on the concept of forced marriage in the West African region, the purpose 
of which was to outline the history and practice of forced marriage in the region and 
possibly also the way in which this practice is embedded in local culture and prac-
tice”. She explains in the introduction to her report that she declined to carry out the 
research in that form because she was “concerned with the long-term consequences 
of making straightforward links between complex social practices of arranging mar-
riages between kin groups, international conceptualisations of ‘forced marriages’ 
and the coercion of women into being bush wives during the civil war in Sierra 
Leone.”’ See also Partly Dissenting Opinion of Judge Doherty, para 25.

18 See ibid, Separate Concurring Opinion of Judge Sebutinde, para 11.
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intent to destroy a group in whole or in part.19 For crimes against humanity, there 
must be a widespread or systematic attack against a civilian population,20 with the 
conduct in question constituting part of the attack.21 War crimes, for their part, 
must feature a nexus between the conduct under consideration and an armed con-
fl ict, in the sense that the conduct is seen as part of the armed confl ict.22 

Th e ethno-cultural institution of arranged marriage is not typically perturbed 
by these elements. It is then easy to say without hesitation that ‘forced marriage’ 
can be, and should be, an international crime whenever the conduct in ques-
tion is attended by the unique elements of international crimes indicated above. 
Unhappily, however, this might not have been enough to satisfy the proponents of 
the ‘forced marriage’ issue in the case before the Appeals Chamber of the Special 
Court for Sierra Leone.23 Th ere, the interest was more on the question whether 
there was in one form or another a distinct crime known to international law as 
‘forced marriage’. Th at question will be examined next.

A Recognised Crime in International law?

Some commentators have suggested that the crime of forced marriage as charged 
by the SCSL Prosecutor was a ‘new’ crime24 with its elements unknown as at the 

19 See art II of the Genocide Convention 1948; art 2(2) of the Statute of the International 
Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, art 4(2) of the Statute of the International Criminal 
Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, art 6 of the Statute of the International Criminal 
Court. See also art 17 of the 1996 ILC Draft Code of Crimes against Peace and 
Security of Mankind.

20 See article 3 of the ICTR Statute, article 5 of the ICTY Statute, art 7 of the ICC 
Statute, article 2 of the Statute of the Special Court for Sierra Leone and article 18 
of the International Law Commission’s Draft Code of Crimes against the Peace and 
Security of Mankind (1996).

21 Prosecutor v Blaškić (Judgment), supra, [ICTY Appeals Chamber] para 126.

22 Prosecutor v Tadić (Decision on the Defence Motion for Interlocutory Appeal on 

Jurisdiction) 2 October 1995 [ICTY Appeals Chamber], para 70. See also Prosecutor 

v Kunarac, supra, [ICTY Appeals Chamber], para 58.

23 Ironically, I happen to have been part of the Prosecution Appeal Team that argued 
the matter before the Appeals Chamber of the SCSL. I had to go along as part of 
the team, but I always harboured a diff erent view.

24 See Neha Jain, ‘Forced Marriage as a Crime against Humanity: Problems of 
Defi nition and Prosecution’ (2008) 6 Journal of International Criminal Justice 1013 at 
1019 (describing forced marriage as ‘novel’). In this regard, one notes the dilemma 
that Micaela Frulli confronted in her eff ort to argue that forced marriage is not a 
new international crime, while at the same time insisting that it was a crime diff erent 
from other crimes against humanity. Her diffi  culty was that she needed to rely on 
the incidence of the other crimes against humanity, such as sexual slavery, to assert 
her proposition that forced marriage was not a new crime created at the Special 
Court for Sierra Leone. To do this, she had to say that those other crimes some how 
refl ected the crime of forced marriage. Having said that, she now found it diffi  cult 
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227Forced Marriage—an International Crime?

time of confi rmation of the indictment in which the crime was charged. One 
such commentator, Binaifer Nowrojee, a renowned advocate of legal protection of 
women during armed confl icts,25 has written as follows:

Additionally, Prosecutor Crane has attempted to expand international jurisprudence 

by bringing a new charge of “forced marriage” as a crime against humanity. During 

the Sierra Leone war, it was widespread practice by combatants to abduct women 

as “wives,” forcing them to have sex and bear children. Arguing the case before 

the Court, Crane emphasized that this was not just rape because the women, 

often known as “bush wives,” were held for so long under the threat of harm or 

death and were forced to clean, cook, and porter for their combatant “husbands.” 

Th e Prosecutor has creatively used the section of “other inhumane acts” under 

crimes against humanity—a catch-all category meant to encompass acts that are 

of similar gravity and seriousness to the enumerated crimes—to expand legal 

recognition for the types of sexual violence that women endure in confl ict.26 

[Emphasis added.]

Commenting on the Trial Chamber’s confi rmation of the crime of ‘forced mar-
riage’ as charged in the indictment, Nowrojee observed that the elements of 
that crime were unknown as at the time of the confi rmation of the indictment. 
According to her:

In May 2004, the Trial Chamber of the Special Court approved the addition of 

“forced marriage” to the counts contained in an indictment against six defendants 

accused of heading the former rebel AFRC and RUF. Th e Trial Chamber’s decision 

marks the fi rst time that an international court will recognize “forced marriage” as a 

to appear convincing when she continued to assert that forced marriage was dis-
tinct from those other crimes. Her refuge in the dilemma became her assertion that 
the ‘above conclusion on non-retroactivity should not undermine the importance of 
prosecuting forced marriage as a separate crime, since its most typical feature, pre-
cisely the imposition of forced conjugality, distinguishes it from other conducts that 
are ‘only’ sexual crimes.’ Micaela Frulli, ‘Advancing International Criminal Law: 
Th e Special Court for Sierra Leone Recognizes Forced Marriage as a “New” Crime 
against Humanity’ (2008) 6 Journal of International Criminal Justice 1033 at 1040. Th e 
trouble, of course, is that what necessarily makes the crime a new crime would be 
that element of ‘imposition of forced conjugality’ that was not present in the other 
crimes that are only sexual crimes. And, as will be seen later, it is this element of 
imposition of forced conjugality that has prevented a general acceptance of the idea 
of criminalisation of forced marriage, out of anxiety for arranged marriages in the 
cultures that practice them.

25 Her work in this regard includes the very important study published by Human 
Rights Watch under the title Shattered Lives: Sexual Violence during the Rwandan 

Genocide and its Aftermath, supra.

26 Binaifer Nowrojee, ‘Making the Invisible War Crime Visible: Post-Confl ict Justice 

for Sierra Leone’s Rape Victims’ 18 Harv Hum Rts J (Spring 2005) 85 at 101.
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possible category of “other inhumane acts” within the legal category of crimes against 

humanity. Whether this new charge will ultimately further the jurisprudence on gender 

crimes remains to be seen. How “forced marriage” will be distinguished from “sexual 

slavery” has yet to be argued in the courtroom.27 [Emphasis added.]

But in an obvious sleight of hand intended to circumvent the questions whether 
‘forced marriage’ was a new crime with unknown elements, the Prosecution deftly 
managed to hide forced marriage under the nebulous phrase ‘other inhumane 
acts’. Having done so, the Prosecution moved on to address the question whether 
‘other inhumane acts’ was a recognised ‘crime’ under international law.28 Th e trou-
ble with this sort of tactic is that it attracts attention away from the existence of a 
problem in need of correction, with intellectual energy focused on whether soph-
istry had been employed momentarily to resolve a problem. In the end, the prob-
lem at issue is left fundamentally unresolved.

Th e Prosecution’s approach as indicated above must of course be seen as a 
tacit admission of the fact that there is no off ence in international law known 
as forced marriage. Had the off ence existed, the Prosecution would surely have 
submitted so. Indeed, Judge Doherty even considered that there was no off ence 
known as forced marriage in international law. As she correctly observed, ‘[f ]orced 
marriage as a crime against humanity has not been specifi ed in any treaty provi-
sion nor recognised as a separate crime by the other International Tribunals.’29 In 
fact, there is no evidence that forced marriage has been recognised under custom-
ary international law as a crime or in any of the other sources of international law 
identifi ed in article 38(1) of the Statute of the International Court of Justice.

To the contrary, there is evidence that the international community has 
decided against the recognition of ‘forced marriage’ as a crime in international law. 
For instance, during the UN General Assembly’s 23rd special session from 5—10 
June 2000 at the UN Headquarters in New York, entitled Women 2000: Gender 

Equality, Development And Peace for the 21st Century, ‘references to harmful tradi-
tional practices, including ... forced marriage were deleted’ from the section of the 
outcome document dealing with women and armed confl ict.30 No doubt this neg-
ative attitude from the international community stems from the anxiety, discussed 
earlier, in relation to the desire to exclude the practice of arranged marriages from 
the purview of international criminal law, since arranged marriages remain a sus-
tained institution in much of the non-European world. But the net eff ect of this 
negative attitude essentially nullifi es any suggestion that there exists among the 
international community a history of intent to create international legal criminal 
norm requiring criminal sanctions against the conduct.

27 Ibid, at 102.

28 See Brima & Ors, Trial Judgment, supra, para 701.

29 Ibid, Partly Dissenting Opinion of Justice Doherty, para 58.

30 See United Nations Non-Governmental Liaison Service, ‘Women 2000: GA 
Special Session’ in NGLS Roundup, No 56, July 2000, p 2. Available at <http://
www.un-ngls.org/documents/text/roundup/56wom2000.txt>
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In the circumstances, to bring forced marriage in through the rubric of ‘other 
inhumane acts’ may be criticised as smuggling in through the back door some-
thing which one could not bring in through the front door. Surely, any solution 
obtained in that way cannot be sustained in the long run. And the evil of sexual 
violence requires all candour in the identifi cation of the problem and the search 
for appropriate and lasting solution.

Aside from the non-recognition of ‘forced marriage’ in international law, the 
approach of capturing ‘forced marriage’ through the route of ‘other inhumane 
acts’, as was done by the SCSL Appeals Chamber, is fraught with certain eviden-
tial and doctrinal diffi  culties.

Evidential Problems of the SCSL Appeal’s Chamber’s 
Reasoning

One such diffi  culty is apparent from the reasoning of the majority of the 
Trial Chamber. Th ey were not impressed by the Prosecution’s tactic of diverting 
the thrust of the inquiry in the direction of ‘other inhumane acts’ as the crime to 
consider as accepted in international law. According to the majority of the Trial 
Chamber, ‘other inhumane acts’ must necessarily be applied in the case in the 
function of a residual receptacle for similar conducts that have not already been 
listed as crimes against humanity. Th e Chamber considered that in view of the 
constant feature of the sexual abuse that was the experience of the Sierra Leonean 
‘bush wives’, coupled with the fact that the victims were deprived of their liberty, 
the experience of the Sierra Leonean ‘bush wives’ could otherwise be described 
as ‘sexual slavery.’ Since ‘sexual slavery’ was already listed in the Statute of the 
SCSL as a crime against humanity, the same conduct could then not be charged 
again as ‘forced marriage’ without more. In a bid to pre-empt this reasoning, the 
Prosecution had argued that forced marriage did not require a sexual element. 
And it was therefore valid to convict the accused of forced marriage as ‘other 
inhumane act.’ In view of that rebuttal, the Chamber found that upon a review 
of the evidence led by the Prosecution, there was no single instance in which the 
Prosecution produced evidence of ‘forced marriage’ that did not involve the sexual 
factor.31

It is submitted that the reasoning of the majority of the Trial Chamber is 
more consistent with generally accepted methods of judicial reasoning—assum-
ing that the concept of ratio decidendi is an accepted one in international law.32 For 
however desirable it is to crystallise the notion of ‘forced marriage’ in the annals 
of international criminal law, and it is certainly most desirable to do so, judicial 
decisions must still be based on the evidence led in the case under adjudication. 
It is strange indeed to render a judgment of a court that is disconnected from the 

31 See Brima & Ors, Trial Judgment, supra, paras 703–714.

32 Th e preponderance of opinions and practice appear to accept that it is. See Mohamed 
Shahabuddeen, Precedent in the World Court [Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1997] pp 153–160. 
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evidence. Regrettably, the judgement of the Appeals Chamber is open to criticism 
on that score. Th ere was evidence of sexual abuse of women coupled with depriva-
tion of their liberty. 

Th e majority of the Trial Chamber, underscored by the Separate Concurring 
Opinion of Judge Sebutinde, held that the facts of the case did not go beyond 
what was covered by sexual slavery as a crime against humanity. Notable in this 
regard is the testimony of the expert witness called by the Prosecution. According 
to her:

Th e confl ict in Sierra Leone aff ected women directly in diverse ways. In addition 

to being displaced, raped or used as secondary combatants, women and girls were 

also used as spies, sex slaves, carriers of looted goods and smuggled weapons.33

[...]

A ‘bush wife’ ... was expected to gratify her ‘husband’s’ sexual wishes whenever he so 

desired without question ...34

‘Bush wives’ were constantly sexually abused, physically battered during and 

after pregnancies, and psychologically terrorised by their husbands, who thereby 

demonstrated their control over their wives. Physically, most of these girls expe-

rienced miscarriages, and received no medical attention at the time. Th ey bled 

excessively because they lived in some of the remotest parts of the country with 

little or no access to medical services. Some now experience diverse medical 

problems such as severe stomach pains which they are reluctant to discuss; some 

have had their uterus removed; menstrual cycles are irregular; some were infected 

with sexually transmitted diseases and others tested HIV positive.35

Given then the constancy of sexual violation in the life of the Sierra Leonean 
‘bush wife’, as appeared in the evidence of the expert witness for the Prosecution, 
it would seem unreasonable to disagree with the majority of the Trial Chamber 
that the evidence in the case revealed that the conduct which the Prosecution 
charged as forced marriage had a constant feature of unlawful sexual conduct 
towards the victims under conditions in which they were not at liberty to opt 
out.36 To the extent that these conducts would constitute suffi  cient cause for the 
prosecution of the accused, it was neither necessary nor desirable to punish the 
accused for anything more, let alone for a crime not recognised as such in inter-
national law. According to the majority of the Trial Chamber, the circumstances 
were those of sexual slavery.

33 Brima & Ors, Trial Chamber Judgment, supra, Partly Dissenting Opinion of Judge 
Doherty, para 13.

34 Ibid, para 14.

35 Ibid, para 15.

36 See Brima & Ors, Trial Judgment, supra, paras 708–711.
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Th e Appeals Chamber disagreed with this fi nding, insisting that the ‘record 
contains ample evidence ... that forced marriage is not predominantly a sexual 
crime.’37 Th ere are a number of problems with this fi nding. First, it necessarily 
involved a false question. Th e issue was not the abstract question whether ‘forced 
marriage is predominantly a sexual crime.’ Th e issue in the case must turn on 
what the evidence in the case revealed. Second, the Appeals Chamber did not 
point to a single instance in which the evidence revealed an incident of ‘forced 
marriage’ without sexual violation of the victim. Th ird, the Prosecution itself had 
in the Indictment classifi ed ‘forced marriage’ under the heading of ‘sexual vio-
lence’. Interestingly, the Appeals Chamber noted so; but proceeded to diminish 
the signifi cance of that prosecutorial choice as an unfortunate minor matter that 
might have misled the Trial Chamber in their reasoning, without excusing the 
Trial Chamber in their reasoning.38 With respect to the Appeals Chamber, it is 
submitted that the matter has deeper signifi cance than was acknowledged by the 
Appeals Chamber. Th e signifi cance of the Prosecution’s classifi cation of ‘forced 
marriage’ as ‘sexual violence’ in the Indictment is mostly one of consistency with 
the fact that the evidence led by the Prosecution also indicated that the crime they 
had in mind was always underlain by ‘sexual violence’. It is not to be forgotten 
that Prosecution indictments at the international criminal tribunals are not casu-
ally drawn up, introduced and confi rmed by the judges. Th ey are drawn up by the 
Prosecution, following their review of the evidence in support of the counts in the 
indictment. At the ICTR and ICTY, an indictment presented for confi rmation 
before a confi rming judge is required to be accompanied by a document known as 
the ‘supporting material’.39 At the Special Court for Sierra Leone the equivalent 
document is called ‘case summary’. Th e ‘supporting material’ or the ‘case summary’ 
is simply a synopsis of the facts upon which the charges in the indictment are 
based. Notably, at the SCSL, the case summary is required to state the ‘allegations 
[the Prosecutor] proposes to prove in making his case.’ 40 Following the prepara-
tion of the indictment, the indictment and the ‘supporting material’ or the ‘case 
summary’ are next presented to a judge for review and confi rmation of the indict-
ment. Th e judge is required to ensure that the evidence in the dossier supported 
the charges as framed. Given these thorough and intensive systems of indict-
ment preparation and confi rmation, especially given the requirement of verifi ca-
tion (prior to confi rmation) that the indictment as framed must be borne out by 
the evidence, it has to be concluded that the Prosecution’s classifi cation of forced 
marriage as ‘sexual violence’ must be taken to have been a conclusion supported by 
the evidence reviewed by the Prosecution at the time of preparing the indictment. 
It was not surprising then that the evidence led by the Prosecution in the case 

37 Brima & Ors, Appeal Judgment, supra, para 190.

38 Ibid, para 181.

39 See r 47(b) in the Rules of Procedure and Evidence of both the ICTR and ICTY.

40 See r 47(c) in the Rules of Procedure and Evidence of the SCSL.
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under consideration was also consistent with the proposition that ‘forced marriage’ 
in the case for the Prosecution also comprised of sexual conduct. 

In view of all the foregoing problems with the Appeals Chamber’s reasoning, 
it is hard to resist the conclusion that its judgment on forced marriage is neces-
sarily obiter dictum, since it had not been faithful to the facts revealed in the case. 
Furthermore, the reasoning exposes the Appeals Chamber to the worry that their 
desire to ‘enrich the jurisprudence of international criminal law’41 might have led 
them upon ‘the hazardous course of judicial legislation.’42 It is perhaps important 
always to bear in mind that ‘courts have to apply the law and that they have to 
apply the law in force. Th ey have to apply—and no more than that—the law. It 
is not within their province to speculate on the law or to explore the possibilities 
of its development.’43 Such manner of judicial legislation has often been a matter 
of concern in the work of judges, with some of the more colourful commentators 
suggesting on the part of judges a tendency to make up new law and lie about 
having done so.44 Indeed, it will be hard to defend the Prosecutors and judges of 
the SCSL Appeals Chamber against the criticism of having made up the law on 
forced marriage. Th is is certainly the case as regards the very defi nition of forced 
marriage. Th e defi nition of ‘forced marriage’ was fi rst framed by the Prosecutors in 
the Closing Brief they had submitted at the end of the trial. In that brief, ‘forced 
marriage’ was defi ned in terms of ‘words or conduct intended to confer a status 
of marriage by force or threat of force or coercion, such as that caused by fear of 
violence, duress, detention, psychological oppression or abuse of power against 
the victim, or by taking advantage of a coercive environment, with the intention 
of conferring the status of marriage.’ Not a single legal authority was cited by the 
Prosecution as the source of this defi nition. Th is suggests an obvious gap in the law 
that ought to have been candidly acknowledged, in order that an appropriate and 
lasting remedy may be sought. In her Partially Dissenting Opinion in the Trial 
Chamber, Judge Doherty accepted the defi nition off ered by the Prosecution and 
re-issued it as follows: ‘Th e crucial element of “forced marriage” is the imposition, 
by threat or physical force arising from the perpetrator’s words or other conduct, 
of a forced conjugal association by the perpetrator over the victim.’45 And in their 
own judgment, the Appeals Chamber accepted this ideation of forced marriage 
without question, as the basis of their own assessment of what constituted forced 

41 Brima & Ors, Appeal Judgment, supra, para 181. 

42 See Lauterpacht, supra, p 19.

43 Ibid, p 75.

44 See Martin Shapiro, ‘Judges as Liars’ (1994) 17 Harvard Journal of Law and Public 

Policy 155 and Pintip Dunn, ‘How Judges Overrule: Speech Act Th eory and the 
Doctrine of Stare Decisis’ (2003) 113 Yale Law Journal pp 493. See also Laura Little, 
‘Hiding with Words: Obfuscation, Avoidance, and Federal Jurisdiction Opinions’ 
(1998) 46 UCLA Law Review 75 at 85 and Lauterpacht, supra, pp 155–156.

45 Brima & Ors, Trial Chamber Judgment, supra, Partly Dissenting Opinion of Judge 
Doherty, para 53.
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marriage.46 Specifi cally, the Appeals Chamber held that ‘forced marriage involves 
a perpetrator compelling a person by force or threat of force, through the words 
or conduct of the perpetrator or those associated with him, into a forced conjugal 
association with another person resulting in great suff ering, or serious physical or 
mental injury on the part of the victim.’47 As was the case in the defi nition off ered 
by the Prosecution, not once did either Judge Doherty in the Trial Chamber or 
the Appeals Chamber refer to any source outside of their own authority for this 
defi nition of forced marriage. 

It would then not be wrong to suggest that the Prosecution and the judges 
had quite literally ‘made up’ the defi nition of ‘forced marriage’ as off ered in the 
AFRC case. In a manner of speaking that is nothing short of judicial legislation. 
What was done in that regard clearly went beyond the proper remit of interpret-
ing and applying existing law—even creatively. It is one thing to interpret existing 
law and apply it creatively to unusual facts: it is quite another matter to create a 
brand new legal norm and apply it to a set of perhaps familiar facts.

International judges have always been known to safely engage in creative 
interpretation and application of existing norms for purposes of correcting prob-
lems which may be so creatively corrected. In Akayesu, for instance, the ICTR 
judges applied existing law of genocide creatively to the conduct of rape. In that 
case, international law had already recognised the legal norm of genocide, together 
with its comprehension of the crime as including the infl iction of serious physical 
or mental harm on members of a group with intent to destroy the group in whole 
or in part. Also already recognised as a crime in international law was rape com-
mitted in certain contexts. All that Akayesu did was link the two norms together. 
It did so by holding that rape as rape is clearly an infl iction of physical or mental 
harm upon the victim; and it can be an act of genocide when committed as part of 
an eff ort to destroy a group in whole or in part. While the proposition was novel 
and creative at the time of its postulation, there was nothing controversial at all 
about it, from the perspective of the power of the judges to interpret and apply in 
that way the norms of international law concerning both genocide and rape.

Th e AFRC case went beyond that. Th is is especially seen in the fact that there 
was no previous legal authority in international criminal law for the norm or the 
defi nition of forced marriage off ered by the Prosecution.

Doctrinal Problems of the SCSL Appeal’s Chamber’s 
Reasoning

Besides the diffi  culties discussed above, the idea of convicting the accused of 
‘forced marriage’ through the route of ‘other inhumane acts’ runs into additional 
problems of a doctrinal sort. 

In the judgment of the Trial Chamber, Justice Doherty correctly noted in her 
Partially Dissenting Opinion that ‘[f ]orced marriage as a crime against humanity 

46 See Brima & Ors, Appeal Judgment, supra, paras 189–195. 

47 Ibid, para 195.
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has not been specifi ed in any treaty provision nor recognised as a separate crime 
by the other International Tribunals.’48 Nevertheless, the purpose that motivated 
the creation of the residual category of ‘other inhumane acts’ of crimes against 
humanity should, where the conditions are right, amply justify the recognition 
of forced marriage within that residual category. And the essence of that residual 
category is to underscore the fact that the list of crimes against humanity is not 
closed.49 Th e essence and purpose of the residual category of ‘other inhumane acts’ 
had been stated as follows by the ICTY Appeals Chamber in Prosecutor v Kordić 

and Čerkez:

Th e Appeals Chamber notes that inhumane acts as crimes against humanity 

were ‘deliberately designed as a residual category, as it was felt undesirable for 

this category to be exhaustively enumerated. An exhaustive categorization would 

merely create opportunities for evasion or the letter of the prohibition.’50

It would then appear that what needed to be done are fi rst to identify the legal 
yardsticks of the category of ‘other inhumane acts’ as they have been laid down in 
the jurisprudence of international criminal law; and, then to measure forced mar-
riage against those yardsticks. For those yardsticks, the case law of the ICTY pro-
vides a useful guide. In Kordić and Čerkez, the ICTY Appeals Chamber indicated 
the following elements as legal properties of ‘other inhumane acts’:

Inhumane acts as a crime against humanity is [sic] comprised of acts which fulfi ll 

the following conditions:

– the victim must have suff ered serious bodily or mental harm; the degree of 

severity must be assessed on a case-by-case basis with due regard for the 

individual circumstances;

48 Dissenting Opinion of Justice Doherty, para 58.

49 See Prosecutor v Stakić (Judgment) dated 22 March 2006, Case No IT-97-24-A [ICTY 
Appeals Chamber] paras 315 and 316; Prosecutor v Kordić and Čerkez, supra, [ICTY 
Appeals Chamber] para 117; Prosecutor v Galić (Judgment) dated 5 December 2003, 
Case No IT-98-29-T [ICTY Trial Chamber]; Prosecutor v Naletilić and Martinović 

(Judgment) dated 31 March 2003, Case No IT-98-34-T [ICTY Trial Chamber] para 
247; Prosecutor v Vasiljević (Judgment) dated 29 November 2002, Case No IT-98-
32-T [ICTY Trial Chamber], para 130; Prosecutor v Kvočka & Ors (Judgment) dated 2 
November 2001, Case No IT-98-30/1-T [ICTY Trial Chamber] para 206; Prosecutor 

v Kordić and Čerkez, supra, [ICTY Trial Chamber] para 269; Prosecutor v Kupreškić 

(Judgment) dated 14 January 2000, Case No IT-95-16-T, [ICTY Trial Chamber] para 
563; Prosecutor v Jelesić (Judgment) dated 14 December 1999, Case No IT-95-10-T, 
[ICTY Trial Chamber] para 52; and Prosecutor v Kayishema and Ruzindana, supra, 

[ICTR Trial Chamber] para 150.

50 Prosecutor v Kordić and Čerkez, supra, [ICTY Appeals Chamber] para 117, quoting 
with approval a passage in Prosecutor v Kupreškić, supra, [ICTY Trial Chamber] para 
563. To the same eff ect, see Prosecutor v Stakić, supra, [ICTY Appeals Chamber] 
paras 315 and 316.
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– the suff ering must be the result of an act or omission of the accused or his 

subordinate; and 

– when the off ence was committed, the accused or his subordinate must have 

been motivated by the intent to infl ict serious bodily or mental harm upon 

the victim.51

Th e actus reus component of the foregoing statement was restated by the same 
Appeals Chamber in the subsequent case of Prosecutor v Stakić, in virtue of the 
following pronouncement:

Th e crime of other inhumane acts requires proof of an act or omission causing 

serious mental or physical suff ering or injury or constituting a serious attack on 

human dignity.52

Before proceeding further, it is perhaps helpful to address the matter of mens rea, 
adumbrated by the ICTY Appeals Chamber in the third condition indicated in 
the Kordić and Čerkez quotation seen earlier. In terms of that condition, the ICTY 
Appeals Chamber stated that the accused or his subordinate must have been moti-
vated by the intent to infl ict serious bodily or mental harm upon the victim. It is 
submitted that it should not be lightly assumed that the ICTY Appeals Chamber 
intended by that remark to postulate a doctrine of specifi c intent for ‘other inhu-
mane acts’. Th at such an assumption is not lightly to be made follows from a subse-
quent statement of the Appeals Chamber in the same judgment; such as is capable 
of interpretation as suggesting that only the causation of serious bodily or mental 
harm to the victim is required for ‘other inhumane acts’, regardless of the actual 
intent of the perpetrator. As already indicated, this is merely an interpretation of a 
statement of the Appeals Chamber. Th e actual statement of the Appeals Chamber 
was made in the context of distinguishing persecution from other inhumane acts, as 
separate categories of crimes against humanity. As the Appeals Chamber put it:

Th e Appeals Chamber fi nds that the defi nition of persecutions contains materi-

ally distinct elements not present in the defi nition of other inhumane acts under 

Article 5 of the Statute: the requirement of proof that an act or omission dis-

criminates in fact and proof that the act or omission was committed with spe-

cifi c intent to discriminate. Other inhumane acts, by contrast, require proof that the 

accused caused serious bodily or mental harm to the victim(s), regardless of whether the 

act or omission causing the harm discriminates in fact or was specifi cally intended as 

discriminatory, which is not required by persecutions.53 [Emphasis added.]

51 Kordić and Čerkez (Appeal Judgment), supra, para 117.

52 Stakić (Appeal Judgment), supra, para 366.

53 Kordić and Čerkez (Appeal Judgment), supra, para 1042.
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At fi rst blush, it is tempting to suppose that the Appeals Chamber’s remarks as set 
out above are of limited application, only to the question of discrimination. But 
that assumption is negated when it is recalled that the essence of other inhumane 
acts is the infl iction of bodily or mental harm. Mental harm can be infl icted by the 
perpetration of discrimination (the distinguishing feature of persecution), as can 
be physical harm, depending on the circumstances. Seen in that way, the Appeals 
Chamber’s remarks then become a statement of general principle saying, as the 
words of the Appeals Chamber themselves suggest, that an accused need not have 
specifi cally intended to cause the bodily or mental harm that the victim suff ered.

Th e logic of the foregoing submission is precisely parallel to the state of the 
law on the mens rea for murder as a crime against humanity, bearing in mind that 
it is now settled that murder as a crime against humanity is not a crime of spe-
cifi c intent.54 It is instructive to note then that in Kordić and Čerkez, the Appeals 
Chamber made a strikingly similar statement in respect of murder as a crime 
against humanity as that quoted above (in relation to other inhumane acts). And 
this is what they said in respect of murder:

Th e Appeals Chamber fi nds that the defi nition of persecutions contains materi-

ally distinct elements not present in the defi nition of murder under Article 5 of 

the Statute: the requirement of proof that an act or omission discriminates in fact 

and proof that the act or omission was committed with specifi c intent to discrim-

inate. Murder, by contrast, requires proof that the accused caused the death of one or 

more persons, regardless of whether the act or omission causing the death discriminates 

in fact or was specifi cally intended as discriminatory, which is not required by persecu-

tions.55 [Emphasis added.]

Here, the Appeals Chamber is saying that murder is proved against an accused 
who caused the death of another person, notwithstanding that the accused might 
not have specifi cally intended to discriminate against the victim. In the previous 
quote we saw the Appeals Chamber saying that other inhumane acts is proved 
against an accused who caused serious bodily or mental harm to another, not-
withstanding that the Accused might not have specifi cally intended to discrimi-

nate against the victim. Given the striking similarity between the two statements, 
it is compelling as a matter of general principle to view other inhumane acts as 

54 See Prosecutor v Akayesu, supra, paras 588 and 589. See also Prosecutor v Jelesić, supra, 
paras 35 and 51; Prosecutor v Kupreškić, supra, paras 560 and 561; Prosecutor v Blaškić 

(Judgment) 3 March 2000 [Trial Chamber] paras 216 and 217; Prosecutor v Kordić 

(Judgment) 28 February 2001 [Trial Chamber] paras 235 and 236; Prosecutor v Krstić 

(Judgment) 2 August 2001 [Trial Chamber] para 485; Prosecutor v Kvoćka (Judgment) 2 
November 2001 [Trial Chamber] paras 132 and 136; Prosecutor v Vasiljević (Judgment) 
28 November 2002 [Trial Chamber] para 205; Prosecutor v Naletilić & Anor, supra, 
[Trial Chamber] paras 248 and 249; Prosecutor v Stakić, supra, [Trial Chamber] paras 
584–587 and 631.

55 Kordić and Čerkez (Appeal Judgment), supra, para 1042.
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not requiring specifi c intent, since murder, for instance, does not require a specifi c 
intent.

Th e point may be diff erently stated as follows: to require specifi c intent for 
other inhumane acts is incongruous in the neighbourhood of the other crimes 
against humanity, some prominent among which do not require specifi c intent. 
Notably, as indicated earlier, murder as a crime against humanity does not require 
specifi c intent.56 Th e state of the law on the matter is as stated by the ICTY Trial 
Chamber in Kordić and Čerkez:

Although there has been some controversy in the International Tribunal’s juris-

prudence as to the meaning to be attached to the discrepancy between the use 

of the word “murder” in the English text of the Statute and the use of the word 

“assassinat” in the French text, it is now settled that premeditation is not required. 

Most recently, the Blaškić Trial Chamber held that “it is murder (“meurtre”) and 

not premeditated murder (“assassinat”) which must be the underlying off ence of 

a crime against humanity.”57

In terms of what murder requires as its elements, for purposes of crimes against 
humanity, the Appeals Chamber said as follows:

Th e constituent elements of a murder do not appear to be controversial. In order 

for an accused to be found guilty of murder, the following elements need to be 

proved:

– the death of the victim;

– that the death resulted from an act or omission of the accused or his subor-

dinate;

– that the accused or his subordinate intended to kill the victim, or to cause 

grievous bodily harm or infl ict serious injury in the reasonable knowledge 

that the attack was likely to result in death.

Th ese elements are similar to those required in connection to wilful killing under 

Article 2 and murder under Article 3 of the Statute, with the exception that in 

order to be characterised as a crime against humanity a “murder” must have been 

committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack against a civilian popu-

lation.58

56 Akayesu, supra, [ICTR Trial Chamber], paras 588 and 589. See also Prosecutor v 

Jelesić, supra, paras 35 and 51; Prosecutor v Kupreškić, supra, [Trial Chamber] paras 560 
and 561; Prosecutor v Blaškić (Judgment), supra, paras 216 and 217; Prosecutor v Kordić 

(Judgment) 28 February 2001 [Trial Chamber] paras 235 and 236; Prosecutor v Krstić, 
supra, [Trial Chamber] para 485; Prosecutor v Kvoćka, supra, [Trial Chamber] paras 
132 and 136; Prosecutor v Vasiljević (Judgment) 28 November 2002 [Trial Chamber] 
para 205; Prosecutor v Naletilić & Anor, supra, [Trial Chamber] paras 248 and 249; 
Prosecutor v Stakić, supra, [Trial Chamber] paras 584–587 and 631.

57 Prosecutor v Kordić (Judgment), supra, para 235.

58 Ibid, para 235.
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Th e fact then that murder as a crime against humanity does not require specifi c 
intent makes it incongruous to require such a specifi c intent in every case of other 
inhumane acts of crimes against humanity to be developed in the future.

Furthermore, it will be imprudent at this stage to impose such a requirement 
for other inhumane acts given that it is a residual category intended for future 
development of international criminal law, so as to punish unenumerated con-
ducts of equal gravity and similar character. It is best then to leave the develop-
ment of the regime of mens rea of the conduct in question according to the similar 
or associated conducts, and on a case-by-case basis. 

In the circumstances, it is suggested that the mens rea of other inhumane 
acts has been correctly formulated in the following terms in some judgments of 
the Trial Chambers of the ICTY, along the lines of the objective analysis. In 

Blagojević and Jokić, for instance, an ICTY Trial Chamber stated as follows:

It is required that the perpetrator, at the time of the act or omission, had the 

intention to infl ict serious physical or mental suff ering or to commit a serious 

attack on the human dignity of the victim(s), or that the perpetrator knew that 

his act or omission was likely to cause such suff ering to, or amount to a serious 

attack on, the human dignity of the victim(s) and, with that knowledge, acted or 

failed to act.59

It is therefore submitted that in the circumstances where forced marriage is seen 
as an international crime properly comprised within the rubric of other inhumane 
acts, Trial Judge Doherty’s analysis would have implied the correct mens rea of the 
crime. As she put it in the relevant respect:

When presented with pleadings which suggest that certain conduct falls within 

[the category of Other Inhumane Acts], the fundamental question which falls to 

the Trial Chamber is whether such conduct infl icts great suff ering, or serious injury to 

body or to mental or physical health, and is of a gravity similar to the acts referred to in 

Article 2(a) to (h) of the Statute.60[Emphasis added.]

Th e point, of course, is not that Judge Doherty is correct in suggesting that the 
central test for the determination of forced marriage as an international crime is 

59 Prosecutor v Blagojević and Jokić (Judgment) dated 17 January 2005 [ICTY Trial 
Chamber] para 628. See also Prosecutor v Galić (Judgment) dated 5 December 2003 
[ICTY Trial Chamber] para 154; and, Prosecutor v Krnojelac (Judgment) dated 15 
March 2002 [ICTY Trial Chamber] para 132.

60 Dissenting Opinion of Justice Doherty, para 54. In the same vein, she wrote as fol-
lows: ‘[T]he conduct contemplated as ‘forced marriage’ does not necessarily involve 
elements of physical violence such as abduction, enslavement or rape, although the 
presence of these elements may go to prove the lack of consent of the victim. Th e 

crime is concerned primarily with the mental and moral suff ering of the victim’: ibid para 
70. [Emphasis added.]
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simply the question whether the conduct under consideration ‘infl icts great suf-
fering, or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health, and is of a gravity 
similar’ to other enumerated crimes against humanity. She is wrong on that score. 
As has been suggested elsewhere, there is a need to consider whether such a con-
duct has been recognised as a crime in international law. But she would be right if 
she also meant to say that the criminality of the conduct of the accused does not 
depend on his or her own subjective or specifi c intent. 

In sum, the mischief of forced marriage is the use of the violent auspices 
of war to lord upon a woman a conjugal union against her will. In the nature of 
things, forced marriage is capable of causing the victim ‘serious mental or physi-
cal suff ering or injury or constituting a serious attack on human dignity’, as the 
Appeals Chamber of the ICTY aptly described other inhumane acts of crimes 
against humanity in Stakić.61 But the capacity of forced marriage to cause this 
manner of harm certainly makes it an international crime de lege ferenda, but it 
does not make the conduct an international crime in terms of lex lata. And the 
inquiry as to whether it is an international crime is not avoided by diverting the 
thrust of the inquiry in the direction of whether ‘other inhumane acts’ is a crime 
recognised in international law. To the extent that forced marriage is not covered 
or subsumed by other crimes against humanity, there remains work to be done in 
order to convert what is now de lege ferenda into a crime de lege lata. Th at is not cor-
rectly achieved by employing the route of ‘other inhumane acts’ to address forced 
marriage.

Th e main diffi  culty with employing the route of ‘other inhumane acts’ lies with 
the divination of the proper purpose of that residual category of crimes against 
humanity. Relying on the jurisprudence of the ICTY and ICTR, the SCSL 
Appeals Chamber posited that ‘the crime of “Other Inhumane Acts” is intended 
to be a residual provision so as to punish criminal acts not specifi cally recognised 
as crimes against humanity, but which, in context, are of comparable gravity to 
the listed crimes against humanity.’62 It is submitted that this proposition is too 
slim to accommodate comfortably the entire purpose of ‘other inhumane acts’ as 
a concept in the instruments of international criminal law providing for it. Left 
as the Appeals Chamber stated it, ‘other inhumane acts’ might eff ectively become 
a nebulous magic mantra which prosecutors and judges would chant whenever 
they liked, in order to justify prosecution of whatever conduct catches their crea-
tive imagination, with little regard to the views of the international community 
as to whether the conduct at issue has been accepted as a norm of international 
criminal law; hence leaving unaddressed in a candid way the need for the inter-
national community to cover an existing gap. An example of this danger is evi-

61 Stakić (Appeal Judgment), supra, para 366.

62 Ibid, para 183. See also Prosecutor v Stakić, supra, [ICTY Appeals Chamber] para 315; 
Prosecutor v Rutaganda (Judgment) 6 December 1999 [ICTR Trial Chamber] para 
77; Prosecutor v Kayishema and Ruzindana, supra, [ICTR Trial Chamber] para 149; 
Prosecutor v Kupreškić, supra, para 563; and Prosecutor v Blagojević and Jokić (Judgment), 
supra, para 625.
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dent from the Appeals Chamber’s apparent inability to off er guidance as to the 
conceptual boundaries of ‘other inhumane acts.’ On the one hand, the Appeals 
Chamber disagreed with the Trial Chamber’s view that ‘other inhumane acts’ must 
be restrictively interpreted; in the same breath, the Appeals Chamber held with-
out any elaboration or guidance that care must be taken not ‘to render the crime 
nebulous and incapable of concrete ascertainment’, as an ‘over-broad interpreta-
tion will certainly infringe the rule requiring specifi city of criminal prohibitions.’63 
Th e Appeals Chamber’s reasoning would have been greatly assisted by an indica-
tion of when ‘other inhumane acts’ as a concept might be seen as having become 
nebulous and incapable of concrete ascertainment.

One is of course mindful of an apparent rebuttal to the eff ect that the Appeals 
Chamber’s restatement of the purpose of ‘other inhumane acts’ already contains 
within it some of the limits of the concept. In particular, the Appeals Chamber 
did say that the purpose of the category was ‘to punish criminal acts not specifi -
cally recognised as crimes against humanity, but which, in context, are of compa-

rable gravity to the listed crimes against humanity.’ And therein lie the limits of 
‘other inhumane acts.’ If that is so, the proposition will necessarily raise a slew of 
questions which have the eff ect of negating the Prosecution’s and the Appeals 
Chamber’s avoidance of the question whether forced marriage per se is a crime rec-
ognised in international law. In particular, the Appeals Chamber recognised that 
the purpose of the category of ‘other inhumane acts’ is to ‘punish criminal acts’ not 
specifi cally listed already as crimes against humanity.

Th e second limiting property alluded to by the Appeals Chamber—i.e. the 
‘comparable gravity’ of the act—may also be seen as engaging the question of 
criminality. Th is is so given the fuller expression of that limitation in the Statute of 
the International Criminal Court and its Elements of Crimes. According to article 
7(1)(k) of the Rome Statute, ‘other inhumane acts’ must be of a ‘similar character’ 
as the other listed crimes against humanity. And in the ICC’s Elements of Crimes, 
the understanding is expressed that ‘similar character’ refers to similarity of both 
nature and gravity. Th e nature of a thing includes all its properties. Criminality is 
part of the nature or character of each listed crime against humanity. It is therefore 
the case that there cannot be similarity in character if what is held out as ‘other 
inhumane act’ is not of proven criminality, when the other listed crimes against 
humanity are clearly criminal in international law—hence, their appellation as 
crimes against humanity. 

But one need not try that hard to show that the SCSL Appeals Chamber’s 
articulation of the purpose of the category of ‘other inhumane acts’ recognises 
that the act in question must have a ‘criminal’ character. Th e Appeals Chamber 
did explicitly say that much. Th e questions thus arise: Whose province is it to rec-
ognise these acts as criminal? Is it the province of international prosecutors and 
judges or is it the province of the traditional norm creators in international law? 
And what is the process by which an act is to be recognised as criminal for pur-
poses of prosecuting it as an ‘other inhumane act’? Is it through the traditional 

63 Brima & Ors, Appeal Judgment, supra, para 185.
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primary methods of conventions, custom as evidence of the practice of states, or 
general principles of law? Or is it through the subsidiary means of judicial deci-
sions, as indicated in article 38(1)(d) of ICJ Statute, ranking no higher than the 
opinions of highly qualifi ed academics? Finally, if the purpose of ‘other inhumane 
acts’ as a category is to capture ‘criminal acts’ not already captured as crimes against 
humanity, is it then a valid method of legal reasoning to avoid the very exercise of 
examining whether the ‘act’ in question is ‘criminal’ in international law, but rather 
divert the question to whether ‘other inhumane acts’ is a recognised crime in inter-
national law? Clearly, the reasoning process is unbecomingly circular.

In the circumstances, the better statement of the purpose of ‘other inhumane 
acts’ is one that fully reconciles that purpose with the doctrine of nullum crimen 

sine lege. Th e ICTY Appeals Chamber eff ectively recognised this in Kordić and 

Čerkez, when it ‘consider[ed] that the potentially broad range of the crime of 
inhumane acts may raise concerns as to a possible violation of the nullum crimen 

principle.’64

Th e hazards of the nullum crimen principle to the category of ‘other inhumane 
acts’ was brought into sharp focus in Prosecutor v Stakić in which some ICTY Trial 
Judges viewed with ‘serious concerns’ the use of the ‘other inhumane acts’ cat-
egory. In that case, the relevant charge against the accused was ‘forcible transfer’ 
of persons as an ‘other inhumane act’, contrary to article 5(i) of the ICTY Statute. 
Recalling its decision on the Rule 98bis motion for acquittal, the Trial Chamber 
observed as follows:

Th e Trial Chamber recalls that “(t)he use of ‘other inhumane acts’ as a crime 

against humanity under Article 5(i) of the Statute to attach criminal liability to 

forcible transfers, which are not otherwise punishable as deportations, raises seri-

ous concerns.” While noting that “(n)ot every law can be defi ned with ultimate 

precision and that it is for the jurisprudence to interpret and apply legal provi-

sions which need, in part, to be formulated in the abstract”, the Trial Chamber 

declared that the description of a criminal off ence extends beyond the permissi-

ble when the specifi c form of conduct prohibited cannot be identifi ed.” Th e Trial 

Chamber therefore held that as “(t)he crime of ‘other inhumane acts’ subsumes 

a potentially broad range of criminal behaviour and may well be considered to 

lack suffi  cient clarity, precision and defi niteness” it might violate the fundamental 

criminal law principle nullum crimen sine lege certa.65

Having said that, the Trial Chamber next took issue with another Trial Chamber’s 
reliance on human rights instruments in an eff ort to resolve an issue involving 
nullum crimen sine lege. According to the Stakić Trial Chamber:

[…] After referring to several international human rights instruments such as 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 and the two United Nations 

64 Prosecutor v Kordić and Čerkez, supra, para 117.

65 Prosecutor v Stakić, supra, [ICTY Trial Chamber] para 719.
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Covenants of 1966, the Kupreskić Trial Chamber concluded that by referring to 

such instruments one would be able to identify “less broad parameters for the 

interpretation of ‘other inhumane acts’” and “identify a set of basic rights apper-

taining to human beings, the infringement of which may amount, depending on 

the accompanying circumstances, to a crime against humanity.”66

Th is Trial Chamber disagrees with that approach and notes that the interna-

tional human rights instruments referred to by the Kupreskić Trial Chamber pro-

vide somewhat diff erent formulations and defi nitions of human rights. However, 

regardless of the status of the enumerated instruments under customary inter-

national law, the rights contained therein do not necessarily amount to norms 

recognised by international criminal law. Th e Trial Chamber recalls the report 

of the Secretary-General according to which “the application of the principle 

nullum crime sine lege requires that the international tribunal should apply rules of 

international humanitarian law which are beyond doubt part of customary law.” 

Accordingly, this Trial Chamber hesitates to use such human rights instruments 

automatically as a basis for a norm of criminal law, such as the one set out in 

Article 5(i) of the Statute. Its hesitation is even more pronounced when, as in the 

present case, there is no need to undertake such an exercise. A norm of criminal 

law must always provide a Trial Chamber with an appropriate yardstick to gauge 

alleged criminal conduct for the purposes of Article 5(i) so that individuals will 

know what is permissible behaviour and what is not.67

Consequently, the Trial Chamber dismissed the charge of forcible transfer as an 
‘other inhumane act’.68 On appeal, however, the Appeals Chamber considered 
both the notion of ‘other inhumane acts’ and forcible transfer against the hazard of 
nullum crimen sine lege and found as follows. First, the ‘notion of “other inhumane 
acts” contained in Article 5(i) of the Statute cannot be regarded as a violation of 
the principle of nullum crimen sine lege as it forms part of customary international 
law.’69 In this connection, the Appeals Chamber recalled the repeated occurrence 
of the notion of ‘other inhumane acts’ in the instruments of international criminal 
law going back to the Nuremberg Charter.70 And, second, as regards the notion 
of forcible transfer, the Appeals Chamber held that the crime had been defi ned in 
the jurisprudence of the Tribunal, following its inclusion in the ICTY Statute and 
proscription in the other international humanitarian law instruments that inform 
the work of that Tribunal. In the words of the Appeals Chamber:

In the instant case, the Prosecution charged forcible transfer (in Count 8 of the 

Indictment) as the act underlying Article 5(i). Forcible transfer has been defi ned 

66 Ibid, para 720.

67 Ibid, para 721.

68 Ibid, para 724.

69 Prosecutor v Stakić, supra, [ICTY Appeals Chamber] para 315.

70 Prosecutor v Stakić (Appeal Judgment) footnote 649.
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in the jurisprudence of the Tribunal as the forcible displacement of persons which may 

take place within national boundaries. Th e mens rea does not require the intent to 

transfer permanently. Th e Appeals Chamber notes that Article 2(g) of the Statute, 

Articles 49 and 147 of Geneva Convention IV, Article 85(4)(a) of Additional Protocol 

I, and Article 18 of the 1996 ILC Draft Code all condemn forcible transfer. Th e notion of 

forcible transfer had therefore clearly been accepted as conduct criminalised at the time 

relevant to this case, such that it does not violate the principle of nullum crimen 

sine lege. Furthermore, acts of forcible transfer have been accepted in other cases 

before the Tribunal as specifi cally substantiating the notion of other inhumane 

acts pursuant to Article 5(i). In view of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber fi nds 

that acts of forcible transfer may be suffi  ciently serious as to amount to other 

inhumane acts.71

Indeed the judicial defi nition of forcible transfer to which the ICTY Appeals 
Chamber refers in the foregoing quotation, following earlier proscription is quite 
consistent with the development of the law in other areas of international criminal 
law. Rape, for instance, was always proscribed but never defi ned in the instruments 
of international criminal law. It was later to be defi ned by judicial eff orts in such 
cases as Akayesu,72 Furundžija73 and Kunarac.74 Th e same was true of murder.75

Th e doctrine of nullum crimen sine lege is fully reconcilable with the residual 
category of ‘other inhumane acts’ in the following understanding of the purpose 
of the category. Th at residual category is intended as an avenue through which to 
receive into international criminal law new norms of international criminal law 
progressively recognised by the international community through the usual proc-
ess by which norms of international criminal law are created; without a need to 
amend instruments of international criminal law piece-by-piece upon the emer-
gence of such new norms. Th is then involves a two-stage process. First, the new 
norm of international criminal law has to be recognised as such by the interna-
tional community, in the usual manner indicated in article 38(1) of the Statute of 
the International Court of Justice. Once such a norm is recognised, prosecutors 
and judges would then apply the new norm in the administration of international 
criminal justice, by trying the culprits of the new norm as ‘other inhumane act’. 

71 Ibid, para 317.

72 Prosecutor v Akayesu, supra.

73 Prosecutor v Furundžija, supra, [ICTY Trial Chamber].

74 Prosecutor v Kunarac, supra, [ICTY Trial Chamber].

75 Prosecutor v Akayesu (Trial Judgment), paras 588 and 589. See also Prosecutor v Jelesić, 
supra, [Trial Chamber] paras 35 and 51; Prosecutor v Kupreškić, supra, paras 560 and 
561; Prosecutor v Blaškić, supra, [Trial Chamber] paras 216 and 217; Prosecutor v Kordić, 

supra, [Trial Chamber] paras 235 and 236; Prosecutor v Krstić, supra, [Trial Chamber] 
para 485; Prosecutor v Kvoćka, supra, [Trial Chamber] paras 132 and 136; Prosecutor 

v Vasiljević (Judgment) 28 November 2002 [Trial Chamber] para 205; Prosecutor v 

Naletilić & Anor, supra, [Trial Chamber] paras 248 and 249; Prosecutor v Stakić, supra, 
[Trial Chamber] paras 584–587 and 631.
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Forced Marriage and other Gender-oriented 
Crimes against Humanity

As indicated earlier, another question which arose in the AFRC case, but which 
was not convincingly resolved by the SCSL Appeals Chamber was whether forced 
marriage is a superfl uous notion, given that the mischief sought to be proscribed 
had already been captured in the other conducts listed as ‘crimes against human-
ity’.

From the outset, it might be helpful to resolve the distraction of the paradox 
of contending on the one hand that forced marriage is a crime similar in character 
as those enumerated in the list of crimes against humanity, while insisting, on the 
other hand, that it is a distinct crime. Th is matter is highlighted from the outset 
of the discussion in this part, in order quickly to put it to one side as a trifl e that is 
capable of distracting attention from more important thinking.

To say that a candidate for the rank of crime against humanity shares a simi-
larity of character as the enumerated crimes is a proposition that simply deals with 
the classifi cation of crimes. Th at is to say an orderly grouping of crimes accord-
ing to a common thread that binds them. Th e common thread generally accepted 
as binding crimes recognised in international law as crimes against humanity is 
their ability to infl ict ‘serious mental or physical suff ering or injury or constituting 
a serious attack on human dignity.’76 Th is exercise to discern the common thread 
that binds crimes against humanity does not detract from the uniqueness of the 
individual crimes according to their distinct elements.

It should aid analysis to review in this segment of the discussion the elements 
of sexual slavery and traffi  cking in persons, being two crimes against humanity 
most often associated with the notion of forced marriage. In this exercise, refer-
ence will be made to the Elements of Crimes of the International Criminal Court 
as a useful guide,77 although it is a non-binding document and may be departed 
from when not consistent with a statutory text or with customary international 
law.78

76 Stakić (Appeal Judgment), supra, para 366.

77 Available at <http://www.amicc.org/docs/Elements_of_Crimes_120704EN.pdf>. 
International criminal tribunals have usually cited with approval the Elements of 

Crimes of the ICC, for purposes of similar crimes provided for in their own statutes. 
See for instance, Prosecutor v Brima & Ors (Decision on Defence Motion for Judgement 

of Acquittal Pursuant to Rule 98) dated 31 March 2006, Case No SCSL-04-16-T 
[SCSL Trial Chamber]; Prosecutor v Brima & Ors, supra, [Trial Chamber], para 708 
juncto footnote 1378, para 716 juncto footnote 1399, para 729 juncto footnote 1416.

78 As noted earlier, in Prosecutor v Krstić, the Appeals Chamber of the ICTY held 
that ‘[t]he Trial Chamber’s reliance on the defi nition of genocide given in the ICC’s 
Elements of Crimes is inapposite,’ to the extent that the ICC Elements of Crimes indi-
cates that genocide requires that the impugned conduct ‘took place in the context 
of a manifest pattern of similar conduct’: Prosecutor v Krstic, supra, [ICTY Appeals 
Chamber], para 224. In this regard the Appeals Chamber reiterated that the Elements 

of Crimes ‘are intended only to “assist the Court in the interpretation and applica-
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Forced Marriage versus Sexual Slavery

Th e comparison will begin with sexual slavery, since the majority of the Trial 
Chamber ( Judge Doherty dissenting) had equiparated forced marriage and sexual 
slavery.79 Th e Appeals Chamber disagreed with the Trial Chamber majority and 
held, agreeing with Judge Doherty, that forced marriage was not subsumed in 
sexual slavery or indeed in any of the other enumerated crimes against humanity.80 

In the AFRC case, the majority of the Trial Chamber considered that the 
essence of the off ence charged as forced marriage was subsumed in sexual slavery 
as a crime against humanity. As noted already, the majority of Trial Chamber’s 
point of departure in the analysis was to recall that ‘other inhumane acts’, the 
statutory category under which the Prosecution brought the charge of forced mar-
riage, exists as ‘a residual category’ of crimes against humanity. Th at being the case, 
reasoned the majority of the Trial Chamber, forced marriage must not involve 
conduct not otherwise subsumed under any other conduct enumerated under the 
statute as a crime against humanity. Having considered the evidence presented in 
the case, the Chamber majority was not satisfi ed that the crime charged as forced 
marriage engaged a conduct not subsumed under the crime of sexual slavery.81 In 
particular, the Chamber found that ‘the totality of the evidence adduced by the 
Prosecution as proof of “forced marriage” goes to proof of elements subsumed by 
the crime of sexual slavery’.82 And, for good measure, the Chamber held that there 
was no lacuna in the law which would necessitate a separate crime of forced mar-
riage as an ‘other inhumane act’.83

Th e Prosecution had aimed to separate ‘forced marriage’ from sexual slavery, 
by emphasising an angle of conjugal association and disemphasising the factor 
of sexual violence. Th e Prosecution had urged the Chamber to fi nd that forced 
marriage, unlike sexual slavery, has, as a distinguishing element in the perpetra-
tor’s claim or declaration of conjugal association with the victim, such that the 
culprit’s claim or declaration amounts to a crime against humanity. [As an aside, 
it is submitted that this should be no more than a normative statement on the 
part of the Prosecution, given that there was no prior authoritative reference for 
both the legal defi nition and the elements of ‘forced marriage’ off ered in the case 
by the Prosecution. It was an original idea from the Prosecution.] Th e majority of 
the Trial Chamber rejected the Prosecution’s submission on this point. According 

tion” of the substantive defi nitions of crimes given in the Statute itself. ... Unlike 
the defi nitions present in the Statute, the defi nitions given in the Elements of Crimes 
are not binding rules, but only auxiliary means of interpretation’: ibid, footnote 366. 
See also article 9(1) and (3) of the ICC Statute; and Elements of Crimes, General 
Introduction, para 1.

79 Brima & Ors, Trial Judgment, supra, in particular para 713.

80 Brima & Ors, Appeal Judgment, supra, para 195.

81 Brima & Ors, Trial Chamber Judgment, supra, paras 703 to 714.

82 Ibid, para 711.

83 Ibid, para 713.
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to the Chamber, the Prosecution evidence does not point to even one instance of 
‘forced marriage’ that did not amount to sexual slavery. And not a single victim 
had testifi ed that the mere fact of a perpetrator declaring her as a ‘wife’ had caused 
her any particular trauma of any sort, whether physical or psychological. Nor, the 
Chamber held, would such evidence have been suffi  cient to make a crime against 
humanity, as it would not have been of gravity similar to the enumerated crimes 
against humanity.84

Judge Doherty disagreed with the fi ndings and analysis of the majority on 
this point. She held that forced marriage constitutes a crime against humanity.85 
She did not hesitate in conceding, fi rst, that forced marriage as a crime against 
humanity ‘has not been specifi ed in any treaty provision nor recognised as a sepa-
rate crime by the other international tribunals’. However, in search of a source of 
an international criminal norm against forced marriage, she resorted to a review 
of ‘non-criminal instruments’ of international law and general principles of law. In 
terms of general principles of law recognised by states in their own realms, Judge 
Doherty noted that national legal systems in both the common law and the civil 
law traditions have criminalised ‘abduction of any person or any female person 
with intent to have that person marry.’ As an example, she cited the Criminal 
Code of Nigeria which provides: ‘Any person who, with the intent to marry or 
carnally know a female of any age, or to cause her to be married, or carnally known 
by any other person, takes her away, or detains her, against her will, is guilty of a 
felony, and is liable to imprisonment for seven years.’86 And she noted that similar 
penal laws have been enacted in Bulgaria, Papua New Guinea, India, Singapore, 
Indonesia, Venezuela and Brazil.87

As for the non-criminal international instruments, Judge Doherty consid-
ered the following instruments all of which required marriage to be entered into 
with free and full consent of the intending spouses: the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights,88 the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,89 the 
Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women,90 
the Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for Marriage and 
Registration of Marriage.91 To the same eff ect, Judge Doherty also considered 
the provisions of the African Charter on Human and People’s Rights92 and the 
Protocol to African Charter on the Rights of Women in Africa.93

84 Ibid, para 710.

85 Ibid, Partly Dissenting Opinion of Judge Doherty, para 71.

86 Ibid, para 61. See s 361 of the Criminal Code of Nigeria.

87 Ibid, para 62.

88 Article 16(2).

89 Article 23(2).

90 Articles 5(1), 6(a) and 7.

91 Article 1(1).

92 Article 18(3).

93 Article 11(3).
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At the end of the exercise she considered that forced marriage violated the rule 
of consent to marriage, as required by both these international instruments and the 
national criminal provisions against abduction which she had reviewed. According 
to her, the victim, ‘[i]n the absence of such consent ... is forced into a relationship 
of a conjugal nature with the perpetrator thereby subsuming the victim’s will and 
undermining the victim’s exercise of their right to self-determination.’94 In her 
view, forced marriage need not involve sexual violence;95 the main concern of the 
crime is ‘the mental and moral suff ering of the victim’.96Concluding, she held that 
‘[b]y vitiating the will of one party and forcing him or her to enter into and remain 
in a marital union the victim is subjected to physical and mental suff ering. Th e 
phenomenon of forced marriage transgresses the internationally accepted conven-
tions that both parties must consent to a marriage.’97

On appeal, as already noted, the Appeals Chamber sided with Judge Doherty. 
Th ey concluded that the Trial Chamber had erred in holding that the evidence 
of forced marriage is subsumed in the elements of sexual slavery. Th ey agreed 
that forced marriage shares certain elements with sexual slavery: nevertheless, 
there are some distinguishing elements. Th e Appeals Judges pointed to two fac-
tors which made forced marriage a crime not predominantly of a sexual nature. 
First, they considered that ‘forced marriage involves a perpetrator compelling a 
person by force or threat of force, through the words or conduct of the perpetra-
tor or those associated with him, into a forced conjugal association with a another 
person resulting in great suff ering, or serious physical or mental injury on the part 
of the victim.’ Th e second distinguishing factor considered as such by the Appeals 
Chamber was that ‘unlike sexual slavery, forced marriage implies a relationship 
of exclusivity between the “husband” and “wife,” which could lead to disciplinary 
consequences for breach of this exclusive arrangement.’98 Th erefore, they con-
cluded that in the context of the Sierra Leone confl ict, forced marriage describes 
a situation in which the perpetrator is responsible for the employment of words 
or other conduct to compel a person by force, threat of force, or coercion to serve 
as a conjugal partner in a manner that results in severe physical or psychological 
injury to the victim.99

It is submitted that the reasoning of the majority of the Trial Chamber is the 
most convincing. Indeed, the Trial Chamber’s Majority Opinion that forced mar-
riage is subsumed within the crime of sexual slavery fi nds support in a majority of 
the literature on the subject. 

94 Brima & Ors, Trial Chamber Judgment, supra, Partly Dissenting Opinion of Judge 
Doherty, para 69.

95 Ibid, para 70.

96 Ibid.

97 Ibid, para 71.

98 Brima & Ors, Appeal Judgment, supra, para 195.

99 Ibid, para 196.
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In their recommendations and commentary to the Preparatory Committee 
on the establishment of the International Criminal Court, the Women’s Caucus 
for Gender Justice in the International Criminal Court made it abundantly clear 
that ‘forced marriage’ is an aspect of enslavement or sexual slavery. Notably, both 
of these conducts are enumerated acts of crimes against humanity. According to 
the Women’s Caucus, ‘[g]ender violence is the most extreme form of gender dis-
crimination.’ And in their lexicon, ‘[g]ender violence also includes ... the enslave-
ment of women through forced marriage or otherwise for domestic as well as 
sexual service.’100 Th ey considered that ‘in Rwanda, Algeria and other parts of the 
world, the practice of taking women as “temporary wives” or in forced “temporary 
marriage” is also sexual enslavement.’101 Similarly, they considered that ‘enslave-
ment is also gendered when it exploits women’s or men’s traditional roles. When, 
as discussed above, women are impressed into maternity, this is a form of gender 
enslavement. Th e same is true when women are impressed into providing domes-
tic services whether on a large-scale or individualized (forced temporary mar-
riage) basis.’102 

In order to ensure that all forms of enslavement and slavery-like practices are 
captured as crimes against humanity within the jurisdiction of the International 
Criminal Court, the Women’s Caucus recommended adding the phrase ‘including 
by sale, deception, coercion or threat’ to the relevant text of the Statute. Th is, as 
they saw it, would ensure, for example, that ‘women and girls are not only sold into 
forced marriage, but also kidnapped, coerced, threatened or deceived into “accept-
ing” it.’103 To this end, they favoured a formulation of the crime against human-
ity of enslavement along the following lines: ‘All forms of enslavement, including 
sexual or domestic enslavement and forced marriage, by sale, deception, coercion 
or threat.’104

In the report entitled Abolishing Slavery and its Contemporary Forms, the Offi  ce 
of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights included ‘Forced 
Marriage and Sale of Wives’ in the section dealing with ‘Forms of Slavery’, under 
a general introductory paragraph saying, ‘In this section the review will summa-
rize briefl y the various forms of slavery and slavery-like practices.’105 And under 
the sub-heading of ‘Forced Marriage and Sale of Wives’, the following observa-
tion is made:

100 Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice in the International Criminal Court, 
‘Recommendations and Commentary for December 1997 PrepCom on the 
Establishment of An International Criminal Court United Nations Headquarters, 
December 1-12, 1997’, WC 4.4, pp 9–10.

101 Ibid, WC 5.6-7, p 27. Emphasis added.

102 Ibid, WC 5.6-13, p 30.

103 Ibid, WC 8.2, p 35.

104 Ibid, Annex I, (a)bis.

105 United Nations Offi  ce of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, ‘Abolishing 
Slavery and its Contemporary Forms’ [New York and Geneva: United Nations, 
2002] para 30, Doc No HR/PUB/02/4.
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Th e Supplementary Convention [on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade 

and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery] of 1956 identifi es three types of 

institutions or practices akin to slavery to which women can be subjected in the 

context of marriage. Th e Supplementary Convention fi rst prohibits any institu-

tion or practice whereby “a woman, without the right to refuse, is promised or 

given in marriage on payment of a consideration in money or in kind to her par-

ents, guardian, family, or any other person or group”. It is not the payment which 

is an abuse but its occurrence in a forced or non-consensual marriage.106 [Emphasis 

added.]

In her updated report (of 6 June 2006) to the UN Sub-Commission on Prevention 
of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, Ms Gay J McDougall, Special 
Rapporteur for Systematic Rape, Sexual Slavery and Slavery-Like Practices 
during Armed Confl ict, wrote as follows:

Th e repeated rape and sexual abuse of women and girls under the guise of “mar-

riage” constitutes slavery, as the victims do not have the freedom to leave, to 

refuse the sham “marriage” or to decide whether and on what terms to engage in 

sexual activity.107

Th e foregoing observation restates the conclusion reached by the Special 
Rapporteur in her fi nal report (of 22 June 1998) to the same Sub-Commission. In 
that earlier report, she had written as follows:

Th e term “sexual” is used in this report as an adjective to describe a form of slavery, 

not to denote a separate crime. In all respects and in all circumstances, sexual slav-

ery is slavery and its prohibition is a jus cogens norm. Th e “comfort stations” that 

were maintained by the Japanese military during the Second World War (see 

appendix) and the “rape camps” that have been well documented in the former 

Yugoslavia are particularly egregious examples of sexual slavery. Sexual slavery 

also encompasses situations where women and girls are forced into “marriage”, domestic 

servitude or other forced labour that ultimately involves forced sexual activity, includ-

ing rape by their captors. For instance, in addition to the cases documented in 

Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia, there are reports from Myanmar of women 

and girls who have been raped and otherwise sexually abused after being forced 

into “marriages” or forced to work as porters or minefi eld sweepers for the mili-

tary. In Liberia, there are similar reports of women and girls who have been 

106 Ibid, para 112.

107 United Nations, Contemporary Forms of Slavery: Systematic Rape, Sexual Slavery 
and Slavery-Like Practices during Armed Confl ict (Update to the Final Report 
submitted by Ms Gay J McDougall, Special Rapporteur) E/CN.4/Sub.2/2000/21 of 
6 June 2000, para 13.
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forced by combatants into working as cooks and who are also held as sexual 

slaves.108 [Emphasis added].

In the context of sexual slavery as a crime against humanity listed in the Statute 
of the International Criminal Court, Amnesty International specifi cally recap-
tured the defi nition of sexual slavery that includes forced marriage, pursuant to the 
report of the Special Rapporteur for Systematic Rape, Sexual Slavery and Slavery-
Like Practices during Armed Confl ict.109 To the same eff ect and in approval, the 
Sierra Leone Truth and Reconciliation Commission observed as follows:

Forced “marriage” is a form of sexual slavery as is the detention of women in 

“rape camps” or any circumstances under which women are subjected repeatedly 

to rape or the threat of rape or any other sexual violence. In Sierra Leone, as well 

as in many other confl icts, women and girls were given as “wives” to command-

ers and combatants. Th ese sexual slaves are widely referred to as “bush wives”. 

When “forced marriage” involves forced sex or the inability to control sexual 

access or exercise sexual autonomy, which, by defi nition, forced marriage almost 

always does, it constitutes sexual slavery, as recognised by the Special Rapporteur 

for Systematic Rape, Sexual Slavery and Slavery-Like Practices during Armed 

Confl ict.110

Other scholarly works also support the notion that sexual slavery also comprises 
forced marriage.111

Prior to the SCSL judgments in the AFRC case, there was not much else in 
the way of other judicial authority on the subject of whether forced marriage is 
subsumed in the crime of sexual slavery. However, it is notable that in a footnote 

108 United Nations, ‘Contemporary Forms of Slavery: Systematic Rape, Sexual Slavery 
and Slavery-Like Practices during Armed Confl ict’: Final Report submitted by Ms 
Gay J McDougall, Special Rapporteur, supra, para 30.

109 See Amnesty International, ‘International Criminal Court: Preliminary comments 
concerning the elements of war crimes other than grave breaches of the Geneva 
Conventions–Part I [AI Index: IOR 40/11/99] p 7. Found at: <http://www.amnesty.
org/en/library/asset/IOR40/011/1999/en/dom-IOR400111999en.pdf>

110 Sierra Leone Truth & Reconciliation Commission, Witness To Truth (Final Report 
of the Sierra Leone Truth & Reconciliation Commission) (2004), vol 3b, at para 184: 
available at <http:// www.trcsierraleone.org> (last visited on 10 August 2007). It is 
perhaps notable that Professor William Schabas was a member of this Commission.

111 Otto Triff terer (ed), Commentary on the Rome Statute of the International Criminal 

Court – Observers Notes, Article by Article [Th e Hague: Kluwer, 1999] page 142: ‘Th e 
word “sexual” in the current paragraph denotes the result of this particular crime 
of enslavement: limitations on one’s autonomy, freedom of movement and power to 
decide matters relating to one’s sexual activity…Sexual slavery thus also encompasses 

situations where women and girls are forced into “marriage”, domestic servitude or other 
forced labour that ultimately involves forced sexual activity, including rape by cap-
tors.’ [Emphasis added.]
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in Prosecutor v Kvočka and Ors, an ICTY Trial Chamber appears to say so when it 
wrote as follows:

Sexual violence would also include such crimes as sexual mutilation, forced mar-

riage, and forced abortion as well as the gender related crimes explicitly listed in 

the ICC Statute as war crimes and crimes against humanity, namely “rape, sexual 

slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced sterilization” and other 

similar forms of violence.112

Th is authority was cited by Judge Doherty in her Partly Dissenting Opinion in 
the AFRC case, en route to her conclusion that forced marriage is not a predomi-
nantly sexual crime.113 Th e problem of course is that the authority stands precisely 
for the opposite conclusion, as the ICTY Trial Chamber was clearly saying that 
‘sexual violence would also include … forced marriage.’ Similarly, Judge Doherty’s 
conclusion was not really aided by her reliance on the provisions of the Nigerian 
Criminal Code as part of her analysis that forced marriage is not subsumed in the 
other enumerated crimes against humanity.

Section 361 of the Criminal Code of Nigeria appears under Chapter 30 enti-
tled: ‘Assaults on Females: Abduction’. Th at provision and the other national 
laws—especially those from the common law countries—cited by Judge Doherty 
trace their lineage to section 54 of the Off ences against the Person Act 1861 of 
England.114 Th e off ence in question is usually referred to in the common law juris-
dictions as ‘abduction’115—more specifi cally, ‘abduction of a woman with intent 
to marry or carnally know her.’116 Th at these laws are anti-abduction laws is very 
signifi cant given that abduction should comfortably fi t into the sexual slavery 
in virtue of the element of deprivation of liberty in the manner outlined in the 
Elements of Crimes of the Rome Statute.117 And that surely advances the matter no 

112 Prosecutor v Kvočka & Ors, supra, [ICTY Trial Chamber] footnote 343.

113 Brima & Ors, Trial Chamber Judgment, supra, Partly Dissenting Opinion of Judge 
Doherty, para 68.

114 Repealed by the Sexual Off ences Act 1956 (c 69), Sch 4 <www.cirp.org/library/
legal/UKlaw/oap1861/> For an unoffi  cial version of the original statute, see <http://
www.swarb.co.uk/acts/1861Off encesAgainstTh ePersonAct.shtml>.

115 For s 361 of the Criminal Code of Nigeria, see <http://www.nigeria-law.org/
Criminal%20Code%20Act-PartV.htm#Chapter%2030>. See also s 142 of Kenya’s 
Sexual Off ences Act 2006 <http://mzalendo.com/Bills.Details.php?ID=1>.

116 See the title to s 54 of Off ences Against the Person Act, 1861: ‘Forcible abduction 
of any woman with intent to marry or carnally know her, &c’. Th is is contrasted 
with ‘abduction of a woman for the motives of lucre’: See title to s 51 of Dominica’s 
Off ences against the Person Act <http://www.interpol.int/Public/Children/
SexualAbuse/NationalLaws/csaDominica.pdf> or ‘abduction of a girl under age 
against the will of her father’: See the title to s 53 of Off ences against the Person Act, 
1861.

117 See ICC Elements of Crimes: note 11 (Enslavement as a Crime against Humanity), 
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further away from the proposition that forced marriage is subsumed within the 
other enumerated crimes against humanity. 

In view of these considerations, it is submitted that the reasoning of the 
majority of the Trial Chamber was more consistent with the prevailing law and 
authorities. Th e views of Judge Doherty and the Appeals Chamber, on the other 
hand, were not apparently based on any prevailing authority in international law, 
other than their own.

Forced Marriage versus Traffi  cking in Persons

Traffi  cking in persons is another slavery-like crime that tends to be frequently 
associated with forced marriage and sexual slavery. Article 3(a) of the Protocol to 

Prevent, Suppress and Punish Traffi  cking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, 

supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized 

Crime118 (the ‘Protocol on Traffi  cking in Persons’) defi nes ‘Traffi  cking in Persons’ 
as follows:

[T]he recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by 

means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of 

deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or 

receiving of payments or benefi ts to achieve the consent of a person having con-

trol over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, 

at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual 

exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude 

or the removal of organs.

As one commentator has observed, ‘[a] striking feature of the defi nition is that it 
includes traffi  cking for purposes other than prostitution, such as for forced labour, 
forced marriage, and other slavery-like practices.’119

UNIFEM’s Independent Experts on the Assessment of the Impact of Armed 
Confl ict on Women and Women’s Role in Peace-building have also made a link-
age among traffi  cking in persons, sexual slavery and forced marriage. As they 
wrote:

Traffi  cking and sexual slavery are inextricably linked to confl ict. Women are traf-

fi cked out of one country into another to be used in forced labour schemes that 

note 18 (Sexual Slavery as a Crime against Humanity), note 53 (Sexual Slavery as 
a War Crime in international armed confl icts), and note 65 (Sexual Slavery as a 
War Crime in non-international armed confl icts). See <http://www.amicc.org/docs/
Elements_of_Crimes_120704EN.pdf>.

118 It entered into force on 25 December 2003: see <http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/
crime_cicp_convention.html> (accessed on 30 July 2007).

119 Ratna Kapur, ‘Travel Plans: Border Crossings and the Rights Of Transnational 
Migrants’ (Spring 2005) 18 Harv Hum Rts J, 107 at 116.
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often include forced prostitution. Th ey are pushed into marriage with members 

of opposing groups either directly, through abduction, or in order to protect their 

families. Th ey are abducted by armed groups and forced to accompany them on 

raids and to provide everything from food to sexual services. Many sexual slaves 

are also used for dangerous work like demining contested areas, forced to risk 

their lives to make a fi eld or a hillside safe for soldiers.

In East Timor, Kirsty Gusmao, the wife of East Timor President Xanana 

Gusmao, told us the story of Juliana dos Santos, who had been kidnapped by 

an Indonesian army offi  cer when she was about 14 years old. She was taken to 

a camp in West Timor controlled by militia groups and the Indonesian Army. 

Eventually she married an Indonesian in the camp and bore a child. Kirsty 

Gusmao campaigned vigorously to have dos Santos and her child returned to her 

home and her family and, in the process, the girl became a symbol in East Timor 

of the terrible price women had paid for their country’s independence. Gusmao’s 

eff orts ultimately failed. Arrangements were made for dos Santos to be turned 

over to the East Timorese, but on the appointed day she arrived surrounded by a 

group of armed men and said she did not want to go home.120

Th e UN Offi  ce of the High Commissioner for Human Rights has been known 
to make a linkage between traffi  cking in persons and slavery. In one report, they 
wrote as follows: 

Th e traffi  cking of persons today can be viewed as the modern equivalent 
of the slave trade of the nineteenth century. Th e Covenant of the League 
of Nations adopted on 28 April 1919 not only called on Member States 
to ensure fair and humane conditions of employment for all but also to 
work towards the suppression of traffi  c in women and children, in par-
ticular for the purpose of sexual exploitation. Prior to the existence of the 
League of Nations, certain eff orts had been made by the international 
community to prohibit the slave trade.121

In her own report, Radhika Coomaraswamy, formerly Special Rapporteur 
on Violence against Women, its Causes and Consequences, had found a link-
age between traffi  cking in persons, forced marriage and slavery-like practices. 
According to her: 

Documentation and research shows that traffi  cking occurs for a myriad of 

exploitative purposes to which traffi  cked victims have not consented, including 

120 UNIFEM, ‘Women, War, Peace: Th e Independent Experts’ Assessment on the 
Impact of Armed Confl ict on Women and Women’s Role in Peace-Building,’ p 12; 
see <http://www.unifem.org/fi lesconfi rmed/149/213_chapter01.pdf>.

121 United Nations Offi  ce of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, ‘Abolishing 
Slavery and its Contemporary Forms,’ supra.
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but not limited to forced and/or bonded labour, including within the sex trade, 

forced marriage and other slavery-like practices.122

In Resolution 53/116 of February 1999 (Traffi  c in Women and Girls), the UN General 
Assembly appears to confi rm this union of notions among traffi  cking in persons, 
forced marriage and sexual slavery. In that resolution, the General Assembly:

Call[ed] upon Governments to take appropriate measures to address the root fac-

tors, including external factors, that encourage traffi  cking in women and girls for 

prostitution and other forms of commercialized sex, forced marriages and forced labour, 

so as to eliminate traffi  cking in women, including by strengthening existing leg-

islation with a view to providing better protection of the rights of women and 

girls and to punishing perpetrators, through both criminal and civil measures; 

…123 [Emphasis added.]

Similarly, the Elements of Crimes of the ICC contains the following common note 
in relation to deprivation of liberty as an element of the crimes of enslavement 
and sexual slavery:

It is understood that such deprivation of liberty may, in some circumstances, 

include exacting forced labour or otherwise reducing a person to a servile status 

as defi ned in the Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the 

Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery of 1956. It is also 

understood that the conduct described in this element includes traffi  cking in persons, in 

particular women and children.124 [Emphasis added.]

122 United Nations Economic and Social Council, ‘Integration of the Human Rights 
of Women and the Gender Perspective’: Report of the Special Rapporteur on vio-
lence against women, its causes and consequences, Ms Radhika Coomaraswamy, on 
traffi  cking in women, women’s migration and violence against women, submitted 
in accordance with Commission on Human Rights resolution 1997/44,’ Doc No E/
CN.4/2000/68 (2000), para 13.

123 UN GA res A/RES/53/116 of 1 February 1999, para 7. See also United Nations 
General Assembly resolution 49/166 of 23 December 1994 which condemned the 
‘illicit and clandestine movement of persons across national and international bor-
ders, largely from developing countries and some countries with economies in 
transition, with the end goal of forcing women and girl children into sexually or 
economically oppressive and exploitative situations for the profi t of recruiters, traf-
fi ckers and crime syndicates, as well as other illegal activities related to traffi  cking, 
such as forced domestic labour, false marriages, clandestine employment and false 
adoption.’

124 See ICC Elements of Crimes: note 11 (Enslavement as a Crime against Humanity), 
note 18 (Sexual Slavery as a Crime against Humanity), note 53 (Sexual Slavery as 
a War Crime in international armed confl icts), and note 65 (Sexual Slavery as a 
War Crime in non-international armed confl icts). See <http://www.amicc.org/docs/
Elements_of_Crimes_120704EN.pdf>
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Before concluding the discussion on this part, it is perhaps useful to address Judge 
Doherty’s reliance on non-penal international instruments for support of her rea-
soning that forced marriage is a crime against humanity. First, one must note the 
hesitation on the part of some international judges to rely on human rights instru-
ments for purposes of constructing elements of crimes against humanity, as the 
rights embodied in those instruments do not necessarily amount to international 
criminal law norms.125 One ICTY Trial Chamber sounded this hesitation in the 
following way:

Th is Trial Chamber disagrees with that approach and notes that the interna-

tional human rights instruments ... provide somewhat diff erent formulations and 

defi nitions of human rights. However, regardless of the status of the enumerated 

instruments under customary international law, the rights contained therein do 

not necessarily amount to norms recognised by international criminal law. Th e 

Trial Chamber recalls the report of the Secretary-General according to which 

“the application of the principle nullum crime sine lege requires that the interna-

tional tribunal should apply rules of international humanitarian law which are 

beyond doubt part of customary law.” Accordingly, this Trial Chamber hesitates 

to use such human rights instruments automatically as a basis for a norm of crimi-

nal law, such as the one set out in Article 5(i) of the Statute. Its hesitation is even 

more pronounced when, as in the present case, there is no need to undertake 

such an exercise. A norm of criminal law must always provide a Trial Chamber 

with an appropriate yardstick to gauge alleged criminal conduct for the purposes 

of Article 5(i) so that individuals will know what is permissible behaviour and 

what is not.126 

Indeed, on the subject of forced marriage, human rights instruments’ requirement 
of full and free consent to marriage has other uses short of constituting a criminal 
norm. One such use is the vitiation of marriage contracted without full and free 
consent. Hence, it need not be seen as laying down a criminal norm.

Finally, international human rights instruments contain numerous state-
ments of international legal norms the violations of which have never been viewed 
as criminal in nature. In the circumstances, more is required to deduce a criminal 
norm from an international human rights instrument. What is so required has 
been suffi  ciently stated by the Secretary-General in his report when he observed 
that ‘the international tribunal should apply rules of international humanitarian 
law which are beyond doubt part of customary law,’ as recalled in the dictum of 
the ICTY Trial Chamber quoted above. Forced marriage simply does not belong 
among the rules of international humanitarian law which are beyond doubt part of 
customary international law.

125 See Prosecutor v Stakić, supra, [ICTY Trial Chamber] paras 720 and 721.

126 Prosecutor v Stakić (Trial Judgment) para 721.
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Conclusion

In conclusion, to use the auspices of war to lord a conjugal relationship with a 
woman against her will is a highly immoral conduct that international law ought 
to punish as a crime against humanity or war crime. But this statement de lege fer-

enda is sadly insuffi  cient to make this highly opprobrious conduct an international 
crime accepted by states as such.

To qualify as an international crime, there needs to be evidence of acceptance 
of the legal norm in question as crime, coupled with the requisite opinio juris. In 
the absence of such evidence it does not assist matters for prosecutors and judges 
of an international criminal court to prosecute and convict anyone of the ‘off ence’ 
of forced marriage, by conjuring up stilted theories of legality. To do so would be 
akin to applying a weak band-aid to a deep gash. Th at gash is the failure of the cre-
ators of norms of international law, alluded to at the outset of this study, to provide 
a range of norms suffi  cient to address the enduring problem of the special brand of 
male-infl icted suff erings to which women are perennially subjected during armed 
confl icts. One such special brand of suff erings is forced marriage.

Th ere is a credible view that the off ence of forced marriage is suffi  ciently 
addressed by sexual slavery and other enslavement crimes already provided for in 
international criminal law as crimes against humanity. If that view is correct, it 
may then be said that there is no gap in international law in relation to protection 
of women from the evil of forced marriage. But if that view is incorrect and a gap 
is truly seen to exist in relation to legal protection against forced marriage during 
armed confl icts, that gap is not suffi  ciently covered by a denial of its existence, 
because it is possible to conjure up a judge-made construction that avoids inquir-
ing into the existence of the gap.

In the absence of an international criminal norm forbidding forced mar-
riage, the better course would be for prosecutors and judges of international crim-
inal courts to make a strong recommendation to the international community to 
create such a norm. Such a recommendation should specifi cally address the con-
cerns, founded on misapprehensions, that may have prevented the international 
community from establishing such a norm in the fi rst place. In particular, it is 
important to make clear that the international criminal norm against forced mar-
riage is wholly capable of limitation to criminal deprivations of liberty directed at 
women during armed confl icts. Limited as such, there will be no need to fear that 
parents and communities who give their daughters’ hands in arranged marriages 
will be viewed as outlaws of international criminal law.
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